On the relationship between spontaneous mutation rates in vivo and in vitro.
Recent estimates of spontaneous mutation rates in man, in which previous sources of bias are corrected, indicate that the average is about 3 x 10(-7) per locus per generation, a much lower figure than is generally accepted. Assuming 100 to 1000 cell divisions between each gametic union, this information predicts that cellular mutation rats should be in the order of 10(-9) per locus per generation. Since none of the mutation rates measured in cultured cells are this low (average for seven characters equals 7 x 10(-7)), the size of mutation rates in cultured cells cannot be used to substantiate the claim of epigenetic inheritance. Furthermore, this information suggests that in multicellular organisms the germinal tissue is sequestered from mutagenic insult or subjected to selection against mutational damage so as to keep the genetic load of a species at a tolerable level. Alternatively, cell culture environments may present an extremely abnormal situation to somatic cells, thus elevating the mutation rate.